
Mary Abbott 

 
“The intensity of living nature through myself …defining the poetry of living space; that is my 

aim, life and work.”  1

 
 

Biography 
 

Mary Abbott moved to abstract art from a career in 

modeling. She became one of the only female members of 

the Artist’s Club in New York. Abbott also became an 

active member of the New York School, and eventually 

explored text in addition to painting through collaborations 

within this school.  She painted alongside more well-known 2

contemporaries; in particular, she influenced and was 

influenced by her friend Willem de Kooning.  3

 
 
 

Abstraction 

Mary Abbott worked in abstract expressionist art 

primarily in the 1950s and 1960s. She used sweeping 

brushwork and vibrant color in her paintings, which conveyed 

emotion as opposed to direct form.  

Many of her works focused on expressing the vibrancy 

of nature. Abbott claims that she felt more separated from 
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nature as she grew up, and stated that “for the rest of my life I’d paint to get with it again.”  4

Abbott gained inspiration from the yearly trips she took to the carribean islands, painting the 

nature she observed there.  5

Abbott often used gesture, a form of quick, instinctual drawing or painting that captures 

the action, movement, or emotion of a scene. Abbott pioneered this form of painting along with 

several of her contemporaries, but due to her lack of public exhibitions, most people associate 

gesture with Willem de Kooning.   6

 
 
 
Critical Reception 

 
Abbott went largely unknown in her time, 

a result of her gender as well as her lack of desire 

for publicity. Her work was rarely on display for 

the public.  In modern times, her work receives 7

high praise for the use of gesture, as well as the 

use of vibrant, emotive color. Current critics from the New York Times insist that “her sweeping, 

energetic brushstrokes to capture brilliantly personal responses to the local landscape and the 

changing light.” Additionally, critics today commend the near-sensual quality to Abbott’s work, 

insisting that the brushwork and color combinations create “seductive compositions.”  8
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